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ABSTRACT: A band-pass ?lter is constructed from arrays of 
resonant elements which are coupled in a manner enabling 
control to be simultaneously effected over the filter’s am 
plitude and group delay characteristics. ln each array the 
resonators are directly coupled in consecutive order and the 
resonators in one array are cross coupled to resonators in the 
other array. The direct and cross-coupled arrangement of 
resonators is in accordance with a mathematical relationship 
which permits selection of the filter‘s group delay charac 
teristic and the ?lter's amplitude characteristic. In accordance 
with that relationship, multiple paths of different lengths are 
provided for the wave energy travelling from the input to the 
output. 
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FILTER HAVING DIRECT AND CROSS-COUPLED 
RESONATORS 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

This invention relates in general to frequency selective ap 
paratus for ?ltering electromagnetic waves. More particularly, 
the invention pertains to a band pass ?lter whose construction 
permits the simultaneous selection of a desired amplitude 
characteristic and a desired phase transmission characteristic. 

DISCUSSION OF THE PRIOR ART 

The conventional approach in realizing a desired amplitude 
characteristic and a desired phase transmission characteristic 
has been to design a ?lter with the desired amplitude response 
and then employ an appropriate all-pass network to obtain the 
desired phase or group delay characteristic. For example, the 
conventional approach, in approximating a constant delay 
over the pass band of a microwave ?lter, has been to design 
the ?lter with either a maximally ?at, a Chebyshev, or an ellip 
tic function, amplitude response and then to equalize the 
delay with an appropriate all-pass network. It is very dif?cult, 
using the conventional technique for a narrow band pass ?lter, 
to achieve a response with a high degree of phase linearity 
over the entire pass band without resorting to very com 
plicated delay equalizer apparatus. 

Qualitatively, in the conventional approach, a transfer func 
tion is constructed to meet the speci?ed amplitude response 
and the transfer function is then augmented by an all-pass 
function to meet the required delay deviation. In the invention 
here disclosed, different design procedures are used. In the ex 
ample presented a transfer function is constructed to approxi 
mate to a constant delay and that function is subsequently 
augmented by an odd polynomial, which does not affect the 
delay, in order to achieve the desired amplitude characteristic. 
The resulting network is not a cascade of an amplitude ?lter 
and an equalizer, but on the contrary realizes both amplitude 
and phase simultaneously in a single integrated network. 

In the paper titled “Linear Phase Microwave Networks" by 
H. J. Carlin and G. I. Zysman, appearing in the Proceedings of 
the Symposium of Generalized Networks, Polytechnic In 
stitute of Brooklyn, pp. 193-226, Apr. 1966, there is 
presented a technique for the construction of linear phase 
transfer functions which may be realized by a cascaded trans 
mission line network. That technique is to approximate the 
squared magnitude of a realizable transfer function to the 
magnitude of a constant delay function that is not directly 
realizable in the form of a stepped transmission-line network. 
With that amplitude approximation procedure, network 
realizability is assured and good phase characteristics can be 
obtained, but the resulting amplitude response is not suitable 
for ?lter applications. ‘ 

In a paper titled “Microwave Networks With Constant De 
lay" by J. O. Scanlan and I. D. Rhodes, I.E.E.E. Transactions 
on Circuit Theory, Volume CT-l4, pp. 290-297, Sept. 1967, 
it is shown that microwave networks can be constructed with 
constant delay at all frequencies while simultaneously per 
mitting a choice among a large variety of amplitude charac 
teristics. The procedure detailed in that paper however suffers 
from the disadvantages that ( I) it is impossible to construct a 
narrow band ?lter using a reasonable number of elements, and 
(2) in general, using nonredundant amplitude approximations, 
there does not exist a suf?cient number of arbitrary parame 
ters to permit meeting normal ?lter speci?cations. 

In T. A. Abele’s paper “Transmission Line Filters Approxi 
mating a Constant Delay in a Maximally Flat Sense," I.E.E.E. 
Transactions on Circuit Theory, Volume CT-l4, pp. 298 
306, Sept. 1967, it is shown that a general n'" ordered transfer 
function can be constructed to exhibit an optimum maximally 
?at group delay characteristic in the conventional network 
sense, and that the characteristic is capable of being realized 
by a transmission line of conventional interdigital network. 
The resulting amplitude characteristics however, do not ap 
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proximate ideal filtering characteristics and therefore those 
networks have limited utility. 

THE INVENTION 

The invention resides in a band pass filter which simultane 
ously exhibits selected amplitude and phase characteristics. In 
an embodiment of the invention discussed herein, the am 
plitude characteristic has been chosen to be maximally ?at 
about the band’s center. The invention, in one form, is em 
bodied in a pair of interdigital lines arranged with one inter 
digital line superposed above the other so that the digits in one 
line are opposite the digits in the other line. Coupling between 
opposed digits of the two lines is provided by slots in the 
ground plane plate which is disposed between and is common 
to the two interdigital lines. As in the conventional interdigital 
line, coupling exists between adjacent digits in the interdigital 
lines employed in the embodiment of the invention. However, 
a signal introduced into the input end of one interdigital line 
not only couples from digit to adjacent digit in that interdigital 
line, but also couples through the slots to the opposed digits in 
the other interdigital line. In a waveguide version of the inven 
tion, a ?rst waveguide is partitioned by irises into a series of 
directly coupled resonant cavities and the resonant cavities in 
the ?rst waveguide are cross-coupled to opposed resonant 
cavities in a similarly partitioned second waveguide. In a 
lumped constant version of the invention, parallel resonant 
circuits are directly coupled to form arrays and the resonant 
circuits in one array are cross coupled to opposed resonant 
circuits in the other array. 

THE DRAWINGS 

The invention, as to its design, construction, and mode of 
operation, can be better understood from the exposition 
which follows when it is considered in conjunction with the ac 
companying drawings in which: 

FIG. 1 is an exploded view of a preferred embodiment of the 
invention employing an interdigital network, 

FIG. 2 is a top plan view of the preferred embodiment with 
the upper ground plane plate broken away, 

FIG. 2A is a sectional view of the preferred embodiment 
taken along the parting plane A-A in FIG. 2, 

FIG. 3 depicts an embodiment of the invention employing 
resonant cavities, 

FIG. 4 schematically depicts a lumped constant embodi 
ment of the invention, 

FIGS. 5A to SE are graphs giving the amplitude and delay 
characteristics for n equal to 3, 4, 5, 6, or 7, respectively, 
representing results of the example design procedure, 

FIG. 6 is a representation of a network resulting from the 
synthesis procedure for n=7, 

FIG. 7 depicts, in schematic form, an interdigital network 
for n=7, 

FIG. 8 is a representation of a network resulting from the 
synthesis procedure for n=6, and . 

FIG. 9 depicts, in schematic form, an interdigital network 
for n=6. 

THE EXPOSITION 

Referring now to FIG. 1, there is shown an exploded view of 
the invention realized in the form of an interdigital network. 
The embodiment employs a ?rst interdigital line Ll which is 
superposed upon and is electrically coupled to a second inter 
digital line L2. The two interdigital lines are separated by the 
ground plane plate G2 which acts as a wall that electrically 
shields one line from the other line. The digits in line Ll are 
enclosed in a chamber formed by ground plane plates G1, G2 
and a perimeter having parallel longitudinal walls W1, W2 and 
end walls W3 and W4. The perimeter walls and the ground 
plane plates, electrically, constitute a unitary structure. That 
is, the perimeter walls act as short circuits between the spaced 
ground planes. Similarly, in line L2, the digits are enclosed in a 
chamber formed by ground plane plates G2, G3 and a perime 
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_ ter having walls W5, W6, W7, and W8. The digits in each of 
the interdigital lines are situated midway between their ground 
planes for simplicity of construction.’ 
The digits in lines L1 and L2 arearrangedin-the manner of 

the conventional interdigital line. That is,.the-digits ‘are paral 
lel and lie in the same plane so that signal coupling exists 
predominantly between adjacent digits inthe line. Because of 
the spacing and the arrangement of the digits the coupling 
between nonadjacent digits in the same line is so small as to be 
negligible. The digits are all electrically conductive bars, of 
rectangular cross section and all the digits are ofequal length, 
the length being approximately one-fourth of the wavelength 
at the ?lter’s midband frequency. The‘odd-numbered digits l, 
3, 5, in line Ll each has a corresponding end shortcircuited to 
wall W1 and the even-numbered digits 2, 4,.and 6 are each 
short‘ circuited at the corresponding opposite end to the W2 
wall. Similarly in line L2 the odd-numbered digitslhave cor 
responding ends short circuited to wall W5 and the'even-ynum 
bered digits have corresponding ends short circuited-to wall 
W6. Thus, the digits in the lines L1 and L2 alternate in having 
opposite ends short circuited to ground in the usual manner of 
an interdigital line. ' ' j 

The digits in line L1 are in alignment with the opposed digits 
of line- L2. Coupling slots S1, S2, S3, S4, S5 and S6 in the 
ground plane shield wall G2 permit energy to couple between 
opposed digits in the two lines. The signal transfer'between 
digits in different lines is here termed “cross‘coupling” to 
distinguish it from the “direct" signal coupling that occurs 
between adjacent digits in the same line. It should be un 
derstood that “cross coupling,” ‘in the ideal case, occurs 
between a digit in one line and the opposeddigit-only of the 
other line. For example, digit 3 in line L1, in the» ideal case, 
cross couples through slot S3 with the opposed digit IO‘in'Iine 
L2. It is' not intended that digit 3 have cross coupling through 
slot S3 with the digit 9 or the digit I I in line L2. 
The input signal is applied to line Ll through acoaxial coné 

nector 21 whose center conductor 22 extends through a circu 
lar aperture in the perimeter wall-W2. The ‘center conductor 
22 terminates upon the tip of a digit TI. The T1 digit~has one 
end short circuited to the perimeter wall W2 and is connected 
at its other end to the center conductor ‘22. The, digit T1 is 
redundant to the interdigital line L] and serves to couple the 
input signal to the digit 1 ‘by transformer action. Similarly, the 
output signal is obtained from line'L2 through a coaxial con-v 
nector 23 whose center conductor 24 is connected to one end 
of the transformer digitTZ in line L2. The input and output 
coupling to the interdigital lines- by impedance'transformer 
digits here utilized is a conventional coupling ‘arrangement 
employed with interdigital structures. See, for example, page 
614 et seq. of Microwave Filters, Impedance Matching Net 
works, and Coupling Structures by G. L.‘ Matthaei et al., 
published by McGraw Hill. 

In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 to'2A, the resonant, 
elements are the digits in‘ the interdigital lines. At‘ higher 
microwave frequencies it may be preferable to employ cavities 
as the resonant elements. FIG. 3 shows an embodimentof the 
invention in which the resonant cavities are formed by a 
sequence of irises located within a hollow rectangular 
waveguide. A ?rst serial array of resonant cavities Q1, Q2, Q3, 
O4 is —formed by the irises 31,32,33, 34. The irisesare spaced 
along the hollow rectangular waveguide 35 and partition the 
hollow rectangular waveguide into a,tandem sequence of reso 
nant chambers which are directly coupled in consecutive 
order by apertures 36, 37, 38, 39 in the irises. A second serial 
array of resonant cavities Q5, Q6, Q7, O8 is similarly formed 
by the irises 41, 42, 43, 44 in the hollow rectangular 
waveguide 45. The cavities in the second array are directly 
coupled, in consecutive order, by the apertures 46, 47, 48, 49 
in the irises. Waveguides 35 and 45 are. separated longitu 
dinally by a common narrow wall 50. The resonant cavities in 
the two arrays are disposed. so that each resonant cavity in one 

20 

4 
cavities inthe twoarrays is provided by coupling aperturis 51, 
52,53, 54in the common narrow wall 50.‘ 

‘Signal energy is coupled into the ?rst array through input 
pon130andthe output of the waveguide ?lter is obtained at 
thelport 40. I 

The number‘of resonant cavities‘ in the two arrays, the 
amount of direct coupling-between adjacent cavities in the 
same array, and the amount of cross coupling between op 
posed resonant cavities in the two'arrays principally 'determ ine 
the group delay and amplitude characteristics of the ?lter. All 
the cavities, in a‘narrow ‘band ?lter, are resonant at the same 
frequency and as the coupling apertures vary in size, adjust 
ments may be required to maintain the cavities at the desired 
‘resonance. 

In FIG. 4 there is schematically depicted a lumped constant 
version of the invention having a first array of resonators 61, 
62, 63 disposed in parallel and a second array of similarly 
disposed resonators 64, 65, 66. Each resonator is a parallel 
resonant circuit formed by an inductor and a capacitor. The 
resonators in the ?rst array'are directly coupled in consecutive 
order by coupling capacitors 67, 68 and the resonators in the 

a second array are similarly coupled by capacitors 69, 70. The 
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array is opposite and aligned with a different resonant cavity _ 
in the other array. Cross coupling between opposite resonant 75 

resonators of the first array are cross coupled to the resonators 
in the second array. by crosscoupling capacitors 71, 72, 73. 
Assumingthe input signal is applied at the terminals 74 of the 
first array,'the ?ltered signal is obtained from the terminals 75 
of the second array. - 

‘Having described the physical features of a lumped con 
stant, an interdigital, and a waveguide embodiment of the in 
vention, consideration is now given to the design, on a trans 
mission basis of an embodiment of the invention having 
selected famplitude'and phase characteristics. The employ 
ment of cross coupling between resonant elements in‘ arrays of 
directly coupled resonators ‘enables a wide variety of am 
plitude and phase .requirements to be met. From among the 
many‘possible combinations of amplitude ‘and phase require 
ments‘that can'simultaneously be met, the example of an inter 
digital ?lter which over its pass band simultaneously exhibits a 
maximally flatgroup delay characteristic (i.e., linear phase) 
1and. a maximally flat amplitude characteristic has been 
chosen. 

‘DESIGN‘FROCEDURE EXAMPLE 
In this example, the design procedure is initially similar to 

the procedure described by Abele, cited supra. A different ap 
proach, however, is employed to derive a denominator 
polynomial of the transfer function which forces a maximally 
?at group delay about the center of the pass band (i.e., t tanh 
p===). It is shown by the different approach that the desired 
polynomial is the symmetrical Jacobi polynomial Pnia-qfi 
See the “Handbook of‘ Mathematical Functions,” National 
Bureau of ‘Standards, pp. 77 l —802. The numerator polynomi 
al of the transfer function is‘then constructed to cause the am- 1 
plitude characteristic to have the desired form. For expository 
purposes, the amplitude characteristic is here chosen to be 
‘maximally ?at about_,t==¢. A synthesis procedure is presented 
for the general ng'" ordered transfer function and the realiza 
tion is in the form of an interdigital network of relatively sim 
ple physical configuration. The realization can also be in the 
form ofa network of resonant cavities of relatively simple con 
?guration. ' I . 

A scattering transfer function which simultaneously exhibits 
maximally flat amplitude and delay characteristics and which 
permits realization by a generalized interdigital network, must 
be of the form ' 

K 

(1-12)2 OD-KU) 
a. u. 

wherein is an integer such that gar. 
K=0forn odd 
x= l forneven 

sit“) = 
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I = tanh p, where ,0 IS the normalized complex frequency where z is the binomialcoef?ciem ___ Elm’ 
variable "" H w " ' ' ‘ " ‘“ “" (z—w)!w! 

1),,(1) is a Hurwitz polynomial of degree n b. the degree varying recurrence formula ‘ 
(),,.-,(l.) is an odd polynomial of degree n-x and it is neces- ' ' (a2-—TL2 
W m, 5 Q5530) moron) + memo) (8) 

[S12]? ; for != j tan or Y with the initial conditions 
This is shown in my paper entitled “The Theory of General- Qonam : 1’ Q1090) =t+a 
ized interdigital Networks" I.E.E.E. Transactions on Circuit c_ the first ordered difféErItmE|H§tT6n—— 
Theory, Vol CT-l6, pp. 280-288. Because of the form of ' dQ ((1)05) (a2_n2) 
S,2(!a) only the denominator polynomial D,,(t) contributes to 10 (1—i2) T: (<Y_"¢)Qrr(°‘)(t) _ (21:1) #310) 
the delay. Initially, the polynomial D,,(!) is derived which gives _ L9 2 
rise to a maximally ?at group delay about t=x, and then the 

Pdd Phlyhomial On—K(t) is constructed Such that 5120 )S12(_t) Using properties (b) and (c), the proof that the normalized 
IS maximally ?at about l=°°~ symmetrical polynomial satis?es equation (5) is as follows. 
The Complex Phase angle ‘15(1) of S120) is de?ned as 15 Consider the left side of equation (5), and substitute for Q25") 

D (t) D ( t) _ (t)from equation(9),then " 
\I’n(t =—t?nh_1 - 5 Lil - - (1—t2) Q'n("‘)(i) Q'rr(°')(—t) 

) Dummy-o ,w (2) T Qua“) what?) 

and the corresponding group delay T,,,,(t) is defined as 20 : a{1__ ((12 —_'/LH2) I Q5310?) Qlfiiu) } 
T,,,,(t)=—d‘l!n(t)/dp 2d(2n~ 1) QM“) (O Q..‘”( —l) 

which,,from equation (2), reduces to ,,___a_____ r___,_,_ __,, ,, V (11) 

T (t) — (1_t2) D,"(t) +D,n( _t) From equation (8), ifn 1S replzgzqed la(y;bn—ll,)t)hen 
11" — g ‘ __"‘ o 25 (“an : (r3 = l: —__'._ (eon 

L Dn“) Dot _. (P) Q (i) 1Q“ 1(5) an‘ 1) (2n_3v)Qn—-(t)‘ (12) 
s ~ __ I I t I V r 

where D.,'(Isecond dDn(l)/dt and D,,'(—t) indicates the dif- Multlplymg by ( Fig-Y" and taking the even part results m 
ferential of D,,(l) with respect to t and then the replacement of Qrr?‘) (UQh‘JK nil) +Qr.(“) ( —i)Qir‘Jr(l/) 
[by-t‘ I - [a2—(n 1)] z! or cr n 

For admaximatilyf?at group delay about Fee, equation (3) 30 : (Tzh'll) (2‘,?_‘3)[Qi'~)1(t)Q'(*-)= ft) + i*-)1(t)Qi*—)‘-’ must re uce to t e orm n V V 1 

In“) ='a-—b--£—- 4 Repeated application of the recurrence formula leads to the 
where a and b are constants. Y '9'“) -“< it) ~ ( ) jlmclusion that . 

Directly, from equation (3), one peculiarity of microwave 35 “Qua” (UQiiK fl) + Qnwog _t)Qi§-)1(t) =00Il$ta11t 
delay functions arises with respect to frequency scaling , However, the left slde of equation ( 1 l ) P05565565 a factor ( l—l 
because if the potyhomim 1)“( t) satisfies the. maximally ?at 2) and therefore the right side‘ of that equation must reduce to 

delay constraint, then the polynomial 1),,(Bt),(5 # 1),does not thEiQIUl result in a maximally ?at delay since the factor (-14-?!) in equa- I: __ Qua!) ( 1 )Qrr(“) (‘112 

tion (3) is insensitive to frequency scaling. That property of 40 r s WQQ‘QWQHW —t), _ Q-E-D 
microwave delay functions is not encountered in amplitude or Choosing the denominator of the Scattering coefficient 512"’ 
delay functions of lumped networks nor in amplitude func- to be Q9299) _1 assures that the delay 0f the corresponding 
tions of microwave 'networks. It is necessary, therefore, in the generalized interdigital network is maximally flat about r= or. 
case of microwave delay functions, to seek an alternative The numerator 0f 512"’ must now be determined Such that 
parameter to enable bandwidth scaling to be made. A con- 45, the magnitude function $r2(!)$r2(—1) will approximate unity in 
venicnt parameter for that purpose is the normalized midband j a maximally ?at manner about I = I- From equation (I), we 
delay of the ?lter represented by 01. Under the delay nor- _ h'rtve 

malization here adopted, a represents the delay attributed to a q cascade of a unit elements of unity characteristic impedance S12(t)S,2(_t)=, (lTM-QP‘LL 

whichare one-quarter ofa wavelength long at Fx; 0: need not 50 . ., Qrr("‘)(l)Qn(“)( *0 _ (14) 
be an integer_ which must approximate unity in a maximally flat manner 
By defining the polynomial Qntou) as the polynomial of about 1 '= 1. As the magnitude expression contains the 

degree n, dependent upon the pmr a, which results in a Polynomial Q."(a)(.t..)_QPm),_(, _t)z_ ‘he Pmpemes of that 
maximally ?at group delay about t==¢, then from equations (3) PolynomiaI must be determined- To Simplify the Procedure‘ it 
and (4), Quail (15) must be the polynomial that satis?es the dif- 55 is convenient to define the eve" Polynomial 
ferential (a) (a) __ 

(1-12) Q'Mo Queen FMWFQQ-w . 
2 Q (a)( If)‘ ~-—>-~—~A-~r—---—--~ —~(r]:~ — — ikwwhljl) 

“ n (a) 0 where c=cosh p= l/(1——!'‘‘)l/2 

: “[1 _.Qn_ . (1)Qh_:.(____1_) 60 and to determine an explicit expression for Fri“) (6); 
Qrr(°‘)(i)Qrr(")( ''t) From the recurrence formula (8) for Qn(a)(t), it follows 

i n V __ that in the expansion of Fntel (c) in the forr’?w " It will now be shown that the polynomial which satis?es , 1 n‘“ ,m 

equation (5) is the symmetrical Jacobi polynomial Pntfjj‘fl (t I‘ “(0) (c) :1?“ Am(a)c- > (16) 
)‘ F_0l' Convenience, the leading weft-Idem 0f Q_rr(f‘_)(§) i5 hol" 65 that A,,,(a) is a polynomial of degree m in parameter a. Also, 
malized to unity and we therefore have the relationship from the explicit expression (hung) given by equation (7 )' it 

(“mm 1)Q“(ur)(t)=2n-1P?(a,—a)(t) _ is apparent that (Jute) (1) possesses a factor ( l-H)’ where r is 
'l t _ _ _ ("l any integer between i and n. It therefore follows that c A,,(a 

From the known properties ot the JilCObl polynomial. we have )=| 
n. the explicit expression 70 and 

(MM): 2 on -1 "(HUm'U ‘UR-m " F" 
m=U -) _ - ..( n ) for m—1—’n 

(7) 75 KbE?ZQL-aié. eonstent dependent only hléQlL”; 
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To determine the exact explicit expression for F,,<“)(c) for 
an arbitrary a, it is now only necessary to determine‘ thisTeven 
polynomial for one speci?c value of a other than any integer 
between —n and n. One such value is presented in the follow-' 
ing theorem 

'l'hcorcm. 

.' (W) . 'mcznli T 1. 

II n “ — 22“ 2h l l _ i ‘w i where T2,,+,(.\') is the Chebyshev polynomial of the ?rst kind 

of degree 2n+l. 
Proof ' ' 

if the delay function T,,,,(t), as de?ned in equation (3), is ex 
panded in partial fraction form (see “Microwave All-Pass Net 
works" by J. O. Scanlan and J. D. Rhodes, I.E.E.E. Transac 
tions on Microwave Theory and Techniques, volume MTT-l 6, 
PP,- 62—..7.9_,..F‘=L19§§_Lth§a A_ .. 

(20) 
where c=£ci are the zeros off/:95") 

Equation (20) is a unique description of the magnitude 
polynomial of degree Zn in terms of the parameteQQThe im 
portant point of that equation is that the function 

F'nhx) represents all those even, all-pole functions whose residues at 
any particular pole are completely independent of all other 
pole locations and are restricted to be of the form on the right 
side of equation (20) independent of the value of a. This fac 
‘or 1m ‘9 the sqlisiqsretisn. Qf?he even elknols amp. . 

2211 I 221i 

(Ci2 _02) 
22“ 1 

Comparing equations (20) and (22), we establish equation 
(.1?) .. r. .. 

__ $5211). 

‘From the explicit expression for T2,,+|(.\'), using equations 
(16), (17), and (18), the explicit expression for Eddie) M 
any arbitrary or is ' _ 7 ~ 

(ny, (cu-+11) _ (It-#Li?l- 1) ‘ ,1” I", "I, i) . 2m 

(in) _ (211.) (2111.) A‘) m ‘Jul. m 

This expression allows the group delay of the network to be 
expressed in a closed form and subsequently enables the am 
plitude expression to be written in a similar compact form 
once the odd polynomial O§,‘£’K(t) has been determined. 
.,..E:9n1. equations < 14> and < 1'5 i, the masnitaqsfiiastipn is 

‘ glow-$199.12 

lllZll 

Fnhnui) "I: 2 
ill =0 

S12(t)S12('—t): I11 (00(0) where 

E ,1 (a) (1.) = .. “$412k; 

at F) '-‘ 
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.3' 
and is an even polynomial of degree n—-l where n is odd, and 
of degree n—-2 when n is even. We may write 12,3120?) in the 
£01m V ‘ __ 

(25) 
where r=(n—l )/2 when n is odd 
and r=(n-—2 )/2 when n is even. 
The r coefficient of 0) must now be determined such 

that the magnitude functioTapproximates unity in a max 
imally ?at manner about (=0. From the explicit expression for 
Ki?) (0) , it follows that must be an even polynomial in 
a of degree 2m. Further, F,,‘°’(c) for q assuming any integer 
value between i and n, is the square of an even polynomial of 
degree n-q or the square of an even polynomial of degree n-q 
—] multiplied by the factor (l—c2), depending upon whether 
n-q is even or odd respectively. 

Therefore, a necessary constraint for the maximally ?at am 
Plitqds apertziimatien is that. 

where the b,,, are coef?cients dependent entirely upon n. By 
following a procedure similar to that used to determine the ex 
plicit expression for l".,(°‘)(6), if we can ?nd E159“) for a 
speci?c value ofa other than a=n-l, 11-3, etc., then 15,5“) (c) 
will be known for all a. In this case, the speci?c value ofn=a is 
considered. 

Since F,,‘"’(c)=l, we require that the polynomial in x given 
as Y 

.\=1_’___§_2 must be the odd polynomial which approximatesv 

0 

w) = —1——— 
__ 2 f0 (1 “'0” (28) 

Eonsequently, the explicit expression for E,‘,""(c)iis 

m=r 1 2m 
E-n(n)(c)= ___ .)C2ni 

_ m2=0 22m 77'' (29) 

Using equations (25), (27), and (29), the explicit expression 
is obtained for 141,5") ( c) for arbitrary a. 

0: 1L 

. 7-1 
m-—1 

_. £30.). 

Where r= (rt-1 )/2 fer n odd , . _ 

and r = (n—-2)/2 for It even. Using expressions (23) and (30), 
the insertion loss function L, de?ned for p =j"‘* and the group 
delay T,, of the network which simultaneously realizes both a 
maximally ?at amplitude and a maximally ?at delay response 
are - 
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' n 

where 1': for n odd 

2 for n oven. and 1-: 

Up to this point, no condition has been imposed upon the 
values of a under which these responses may be realized by a 
commensurate microwave network, i.e., the constraint upon a 
such that S,2(t) is a bounded real function. Obviously a must 
be a real constant Furthermore, from the recurrence formula 
(8), it is not too difficult to establish that Qnw (t) is a Hurwitz 
polynomial for aZn-l‘”. Thus to prove that S,,_(r) is bounded 
real for aZn-l, it would be necessary to show that the inser 
tion loss L, de?ned in equation (31), is greater than or equal 
to unity for all real in when 112 1L— 1-Unfortunately,there does 
not appear to be any simple way of expressing L to demon 
strate this fact in the general 01"’ ordered case although in the 
low ordered cases the construction of an explicit expression 
for L—-l readily establishes this result. Hgwever, S,2(t) is a 
bounded real function for all real a2 n-l . 

In order to simplify the construction of the delay charac 
teristic, and amplitude characteristic, and the formation of the 
required re?ection coefficient in the low ordered cases, the 
three polynomials Qn("‘)(t),Fn(“)(c) and E5997“) have been 
tabulated for n=3—>7 and are herepres'ented in tables 1, 2, 
and 3 respectively. 

'l‘A BLE 1 

35 

Furthermore, in order to determine the values of a and n to a 
?rst degree of approximation in the low ordered cases, typical 
characteristics are given in FIG. 5A through SE for a = 25. 

If a2>>n2, then from equation (32) the group delay is basi 
cally a function of acos m. Under this approximation the delay 
characteristic for other values of a may readily be obtained. 
For example, to determine the characteristic for a = 47, Q is 

_replaced by cos'g‘47/25i cos a’, which if m is ‘of the order of 90° 

simplifies to the approximation (90 _ w ) _, 0_ 

tionally, the delay deviation is scaled by the factor 47/25. A 
similar approximation also applies to the insertion loss but 

4: (90—w)._Addi 

since the factor singw in equation (3 l) is insensitive to band 
40 width scaling, an allowance must be made for this single fac 

45 

m: 0 

tor. However, to determine a and n exactly to meet a speci? 
cation, it will be necessary to use the algebraic expressions 
(3])and (32). 
Synthesis Procedure 
The synthesis procedure here described is valid for any 

general transfer function having the form of equation ( l ), and 
the“ following description for the maximally ?at ?lter is ap 
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FY‘JTC) (33) 

m-mi Pn<¢>(t) S t =»—-—— 
12( ) Qnmu) (34) 

PH“) (t) is an even polynomial int 
k = O for n odd 
x = l for n even 

and _ 

Putin“) = (1 _t2) 2:?‘ En(m)(c) 

Therefore, we have 

S11(¢)S11( it) =1-Si2(i)S12( ~15) 
_ 1315i). ( c >:.§_1:£2_)._En_“°EE 
_ F.5d) (c) (35) 

from which we may form S110) as ‘ 

I Nllt") ‘*"W' "(Now (an) 

Due to the form of S|-_I(t). NHWU) will be a polynomial of 
degree n- l /2 for n odd and degree "/2 for n even. and N,,(“)(0) 

45 

50 

55 

65 

=Q,.(">(o)because there is a transmission zero at the_ 
origin‘. Since the numerator of equation (34) must be fac 
torized in order to obtain NJ“) (I), the coefficients of this 
polynomial will be irrational functions of 0:. However, closed 
form solutions may be obtained for NH“) (I) when n?ihthat 
is, when NJ“) (t) is of degree 4 or less. The allocation of the 
right and left half! plane zeros of equation (35,) to N,,(‘{) (r) is 
arbitrary, but normally it is more convenient to assign the left 
half plane zeros to NH“) (1) resulting in this polynomial being 

6630 

70 

ll ,. “Q 
'TABLE 2YContinl1id 

m=n l=m 

Fn(e)(c)=2 Hat czm 
m=o i=0 

n a" > a; a2 a; a; an do 111 

"75:: 7' 5(01-25) 4(QL16) ace-s») 2<¢1~4> (dbl) 

£1. 5 7. 9 5.12 3. 14 15 

0...‘... 1 (nah-36) 5(aL-25) 4011-10) 3(0F-9) 2(zx'<‘—4) (mg-1) 

11. r; 9. 11 7. 15 5. 18 3. 20 21 

7 ____ __ 1 7(a'-’—49) G(a'-’—36) 5(a'3—25) 4((X2'—16) 3(0F—9) 2(a2~4) ((13-1) 

13. 7- 11.13 9.18 7. 22 5. 25 3. 27 28 

TABLE 3 a Hurwitz polynomial. Assuming that the generator im 
111:1, pedance is normalized to unity, we may construct the driving 

En(,)(c)=2amc2m point impedance function of the required resistively ter 
m=0 minated lossless, two-port network, Zn“) (1) as 

‘ (a>(t)__N @(t) 0 Z (a) t =Q"—_>L_ _ 
” ----------- " - “" ‘“ “- “3 g, r," “(r K Quart) +Nn<a>(_z_) 7 (37) 
3 ___________ __ 1 (0.2-4) W'm‘“ 

10 Because S,2(r) is bounded real for agw-l, Zn“) (1) is a posi 
4 ___________ __ 1 (712-9) 25 tive real'function foraZ n--l . It has been shown by J. 0. Scan 

14 _ Ian and J. and J. D. Rhodes in “Cascade Synthesis of Dis 
5 ___________ __ 1 WAG) (a2_16)(a2_4) tributed Networks,” Proceedings of the Symposium on 

_ 1g ' —504 Generalized Networks, Polytechnic lnstitute of Brooklyn, pp. 
227-255, Apr. i966, that any arbitrary positive real function 

- 2- 2- 2-0 . . . . . 

b """"""" " 1 (a 0.55) (Lg-‘fl 30 of this form may always be realized by a resistlvely terminated, 
_ - 0 v n q q a lossless coupled line network by employing a cascade synthes 

’ ----------- " 1 (a “36) (‘r-3") ($516) (“'_36)(gi_;lg)(°"_4) is procedure thus realizing the zeros of S,2(t) independently. 
26 1’ _ _______ However, in this particular case, the network would be a 

m” ‘MM . ' M WT“ __ i‘ 35 cascade of microwave C-type and D-type sections and unit 

plicable for any other case, that is for any other amplitude and elements and therefore the realization would not be in the 
phase characteristics satisfying and being speci?ed by equa- most desirable physical con?guration. The realization, rather, 
tion ( l). is in the form of an interdigital network in which each digit is 
The scattering transfer coefficient of the maximally ?at am- short circuited to ground at one end and open circuited at the 

plitude and delay, band P355 miCfOWaVe ?lter has been Shown 40 other end. Two different synthesis procedures are required for 
that realization, depending upon whether n is even or odd. 

In my paper titled "The Theory of Generalizedlnterdigital 
Networks," l.E.E.E. Transactions Band-Pass Circuit Theory, 
Volume CT-l6, pp. 280 to 288, Aug. .l969pp. a realizability 
theory is presented for a relatively simple form of microwave 
network termed the generalized interdigital network. That 
network consists of an n-digit line where each digit is short cir 
cuited to ground at one end and open circuited at the other. 
The input and output ports of the two-port network are 
located at the open circuited ends of any pair of digits. in “The 
Theory of Generalized lnterdigital Networks," it is shown that 
a network having completely general coupling (that is, a 
generalized network in which any digit can couple to any 
other digit in the line) may always be reduced to a network in 
which the coupling of any digit is restricted to the immediately 
adjacent digits in the line and one other nonadjacent digit. lf 
coupling were permitted only between immediately adjacent 
digi_ts in the line, the network would reduceto a conventional 
interdigital form whose equivalent circuit would be a cascade 
of unit elements and a single short-circuited shunt stub as 
described by R. .I. Wenzel in “The Exact Theory of lnterdigital 
Band-Pass Filters and Related Coupled Structures." I.E.E.E. 
Transactions on Mlcrowave Theory and Technlques, Volume 
MTT-l3, pp. 559—-575, Sept. 1965. The retention in the 
reduced network of cross coupling between non adjacent 
digits is crucial because it permits nonminimum phase transfer 
functions, such as the one here considered, to be realized. A 
complete set of realizability conditions upon the two-port ad 
mittance matrix of such a cross coupled network has been for 
mulated requiring a variety of synthesis procedures. Two 
synthesis procedures are here presented, one being applicable 
in the case when n is odd and the second when n is even. 
Synthesis Procedure for n odd 

‘ From equations (37) and (34) we may construct the 
transfer matrix of the lossless two-port network, which, when 
‘terminated inmunityirnpedances, realizes the required Sn(r). 

lOl053 0486 
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This matrix is of the form 

where AU), 8(1), (‘(1). and 0(1) are polynomials in t given by 

lTl= 

The synthesis procedure commences withithe extraction of 
two short-circuited shunt stubs of characteristic admittance jY, 
and Y,, one from each end of the networkto remove the trans 
mission zero at the origin and to leave the transfer matrix‘ 

1 0 1 0 

lT’1= :21. IT] ~Y2 
t 1 t 1 (40) 

From (38), Y, and Y, are given by, I 

(41) 
and 

[Jam-Y1 5%)- .=..=P.<a><o) 
This results in [7"] being of the form, 

_ 1 Am 3'0). 
Pn‘“)(i') C’(t) .D’(t) (42) 

where A'(t) and l)'(!) are even, B'(t) and:C'(t) are odd 
polynomials in I and, of course, 

14 
and the remaining admittance matrix [Y’jwill be 

Bil/(t) BI! T) 

where B""(I)=B'(t).an'd P'(t) is an even polynomial in t. Con 
verting back to the transfer matrix we have, 

B! I ) 

D’ ' U) (4.7) 

where 

25 Two unit elements of characteristic admittance Y4 and Y5 are 
now extracted in cascade from this network, one ,from either 
end, to leave the transfermatrix [T"] de?ne by 

V i 

40 The new 'transfenmatrix [T"’] isof exactly the same form as 
the transfer matrix {.T'] but of two degrees less in t. Thus, we 
haveestablisheda complete cycle of the synthesis procedure. 
This cycle isrepeated untila unity transfer matrix remains. 
Asanexample-of the complete realization, the case of n=7 

is schematically shown :in FIG. 6; it is known ‘from “The 
Theory of Generalized‘lnterdigital Networks," supra, that the 
two-port-network’may be'realized by a seven-digit generalized 
interdigital network. The characteristic admittance matrix of 

45. 

The synthesis procedure continues withthe extraction of-a 
series-short'circuited stub in parallel from the-network of 
characteristic admittance Ya. l’; is chosen such that the 
remaining network possesses a transmission ,factor (1-12) 
which may be realized by a cascade of two unit elements. 
whence, 

‘65 where, as- diagrammatically indicated in FIG. 7, digits 1, 2, 5, 
and-bin the interdigital line-each have a corresponding end 
short circuited to‘ ground as indicated by the cross-hatching, 
‘and digits 3, 4, and 7‘ are each short circuited to ground at the 

70 end opposite asiindicated by the absence of cross-hatching. 
The input and-outputports are situated at the open-circuited 
ends of digits l and 2, and the open-circuited ends of the 
remaining digits represent thenodes asshown in FIG 6. 
Admittance scaling (see, The Theory of Generalizedlnter 

75 digital Networks, supra) may now be applied to, this charac 
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teristic admittance matrix to produce ?nite values of self-ad 
mittance to ground on all of the digits in the network. Addi 
tionally, particularly in the narrow band cases (a> >n), a pair 
of redundant digits may be coupled to the input and output 
digits without altering the amplitude response or the delay 
deviation from midband delay of the terminated network. This 
procedure is the same asthat employed in conventional inter 
digital ?lters (see, The Exact Theory of lnterdigital Band-Pass 
Filters and Related Coupling Structures, supra. ). Two unit ele 
ments of unity characteristic impedance are connected in 
cascade with the network, one at the input port and the other 
at the output port. The new augmented network will be a nine 
digit generalized interdigital networkwi?th the characteristic 
admittance matrix, T i" " V w — 

II) (0) 
l O 
(l 

where 1 and 0 designate the new input and output digits which 
are short circuited to ground at the same end as digits 3, 4, and 
7. . 

FIG. 7 shows, in symbolic form, a physical realization of this 
generalized interdigital network. As a matter of convenience, 
i3 FIG. "I all the digits in the interdigital line are shown as 
unifon'nly spaced along the line and all the digits, with the ex 
ception of digit 7, are represented as being of uniform cross 
section. In the general case, the digits are not. uniformly 
spaced along the line and differ in cross section so that the 
digit 3, for example, may not be directly opposite digit 4. How 
ever, in the general case, opposite digits are sufficiently 
aligned so that coupling through the aperture is effective. The 
coupling irises extend along‘the length of the rectangular bars 
and the intervening walls prevent cross coupling between 
diagonally adjacent digits such as digits 1 and 4. The introduc 
tion of the redundant digits also increases the separation 
between input and output ports. 
Synthesis Procedure for it even 

For n even, from equations (34) and (37), the transfer 
matrix of the required two-port network will be of the form 

Y4 + 
- Ye 

30 

35 

40 

45 

In this case, we now extract a unit element of characteristic 
admittance Y3 in parallel from the network such that the 
remaining network possesses a transmission factor (l—l'-’)3/2, 
giving 

5 . Prawn 

and the remaining admittance matrix is 

O 0 
O O 

41L) 
Bll(t) 

where B"(t)=B'(I) 
Converting back to the transfer matrix we have 

from which unit elements of characteristic admittance Y4 and 
Y5 may be extracted in cascade as in the odd-ordered case. 
The complete cycle may now be repeated until the remain 

ing network is a single-unit element. As an example of the 
complete realization, the case of n=6 is shown in FIG. 8. The 
six-digit generalized interdigital network which will realize this 
element con?guration within a 12-1 transformer possesses a 

(51) 5O characteristic admittance matrix 

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) 
Y; + Y3+ Y4 -— Y3 — Y4 O O 0 

—Y3 Y2+Ya+Y5 0 —Y5 0 0 
—Y4 0 Y4+Ya+ Y7 '_Y6 “Y? 0 
0 —Y5 "_Y6 Ys‘l'Ye'i- Y8 O —Ys 
0 0 — Y; 0 Y; —-L Y9 — Y9 

0 0 O — Y5 ~- Y9 Ys+ Ye 

where the polynomials AU), B(t), C(!) and 0(1) are de?ned in 
equation (39 ). 
The process of extracting short-circuited shunt stubs from 

both ends of the network is identical to the odd~ordered case, 
and the remaining matrix will be 

A’UJ B’ (i) 

where A’(I)D'(I)~B'(I)C'(I)=( I—I2)(P,. ‘Q (1))’ 
The corresponding admittance matrix is, 

70 

75 

(57) 

where, as shown diagrammatically in FIG. §, each digit 1, 4, 
and 5 has a corresponding end short circuited to ground and 
digits 2, 3, and 6 are each short circuited to ground at the end 
opposite the corresponding end. That is, considering the 
sequence of digits in the network to be 1, 3, 5, 6, 4, 2, the 
digits in the sequence alternate in having opposite ends short 
circuited to ground in the usual manner of an interdigital line. 
The input and output ports are again situated, as in the FIG. 7 
embodiment, at the open-circuited ends of digits 1 and 2. Ad 
mittance scaling has been applied in the HO. 9 embodiment to 
introduce a pair of redundant digits l and O at the input and 
output ports respectively. 

The microwave band pass maximally ?at linear phase filter > 
here described exhibits insertion loss characteristics that do 
not differ greatly from the insertion loss characteristics of con 
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ventional microwave ?lters having the same number of ele 
ments, but a much higher degree of phase linearity is main 
tained over the entire pass band region that can be maintained 
by the conventional filter. The novel ?lter, when realized in 
the form ofan interdigital network, is similar to conventional 
interdigital networks except for the coupling that is in 
troduced between nonadjacent digits. 
The invention, as is evident from the preceding exposition, 

can be embodied in many different forms. Whatever form the 
embodiment takes, it must provide multiple paths of different 
path lengths for the wave energy which is to be passed by the 
?lter. In the embodiments here illustrated, the wave energy 
that is outside the ?lter's pass band is re?ected back to the 
input whereas the wave energy in the ?lter’s pass band 
proceeds from the input and appears, with slight attenuation, 
at the ?lter's output, 

Because the invention can be embodied in varied structures, 
it is not intended that the invention be limited to the forms 
here illustrated or described. Rather, it is intended that the in 
vention be delimited by the appended claims and include 
those structures that do not fairly depart from the essence of 
the invention. 
What I claim is: 
l. A microwave band pass ?lter having a ?at delay charac 

teristic over the pass band and a maximally ?at amplitude 
characteristic, the ?lter comprising 

a ?rst series of resonant elements, 
means for coupling an input signal to a resonant element of 

the ?rst series, 
the resonant elements in the ?rst series being directly cou 

pled in consecutive order, 
a second series of resonant elements arranged with each 

resonant element opposite and in substantial alignment 
with a different resonant element in the ?rst series, 

means coupled to a resonant element in the second series 
for obtaining an output signal, 

the resonant elements in the second series being directly 
coupled in consecutive order, and 

means between the ?rst and second series cross coupling 
opposed resonant elements in the two series and provid 
ing multiple paths of different lengths for wave energy in 
the band pass proceeding from the input to the output of 
the ?lter. 

2. The microwave band pass ?lter according to claim 1, 
wherein 

the ?rst series of consecutively directly coupled resonant 
elements is formed by an interdigital line, 

the second series of consecutively directly coupled resonant 
elements is formed by another interdigital line, and 

the meansmbetween the ?rst and second series is a ground 
plane plate having apertures providing cross coupling 
between opposed digits. 

3. The microwave band pass ?lter according to claim I, 
wherein 

the mathematical relation between the direct coupling 
along the arrays and the cross coupling between opposed 
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‘.18. 
elements depends upon an odd polynomial Orr-t (l) and 

a Hurwitz polynomial 0,,(1), thus 

A 

(Pei-‘mango 
SW0): where 

.3 5139 
512(1) is the scattering transfer function 
x=0 for n odd 
F1 for It even 
I =tanh p, where p is the normalized complex frequency 

variable. 
4. The microwave band pass ?lter according to claim 1, 

wherein 
the ?rst series of consecutively directly coupled resonant 

elements is formed by a sequence of resonant cavities, 
the second series of consecutively directly coupled resonant 

elements is formed by a another sequence of resonant 
cavities having common walls separating them from the 
opposed resonant cavities in the ?rst series, and 

the cross-coupling means between opposed cavities in the 
?rst and second series are apertures in the common walls. 

5. A band pass ?lter having a ?at delay characteristic and a 
?at amplitude characteristic over the pass band, the ?lter 
comprising 

a ?rst serial array of consecutively directly coupled reso 
nant elements; 

means for coupling an input signal to a terminal resonant 
element of the ?rst serial array; 

a second serial array of consecutively directly coupled reso 
nant elements arranged with each of its resonant elements 
opposite and in substantial alignment with a different 
resonant element in the ?rst array; 

means coupled to a terminal resonant element in the second 
serial array for obtaining an output signal; 

means between the ?rst and second arrays cross coupling 
opposed resonant elements in the two arrays; 

the cross-coupling means and the resonant elements provid 
ing multiple paths of di?'erent lengths for wave energy 
proceeding from the input to the output of the ?lter; 

and the ?lter being further characterized in that the mathe 
matical relation between the direct coupling along the ar 
rays and the cross coupling between‘opposed elements 
depends upon an odd polynomial O,,_,. (r) and a Hurwitz 
polynomial 1),,(t), thus ' - 

I 

K 

(Maia-“(n 512(5) : 

where 

3 ‘IL S a 

S|z(r) is the scattering transfer fyiction 
x=0 for n odd 
K==l for u even 
t= tanh p, where p is the normalized complex frequency 

variable. 


